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Abstract. Table detection and structure recognition from archival document images remain challenging due to diverse table structures, complex document layouts, degraded image qualities and inconsistent table
scales. In this paper, we propose an instance segmentation based approach for archival table structure recognition which utilizes both foreground cell content and background ruling line information. To overcome
the influence from inconsistent table scales, we design an adaptive image
scaling method based on average cell size and density of ruling lines inside each document image. Different from previous multi-scale training
and testing approaches which usually slow down the speed of the whole
system, our adaptive scaling resizes each image to a single optimal size
which can not only improve overall model performance but also reduce
memory and computing overhead on average. Extensive experiments on
cTDaR 2019 Archival dataset show that our method can outperform the
baselines and achieve new state-of-the-art performance, which demonstrates the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed method.
Keywords: Archival document · Table detection · Table structure
recognition · Adaptive Scaling.

1 Introduction
Automatic analysis of table images is an important task in field of document
image analysis and understanding. Many works have been proposed in recent
years to solve the tasks of table detection and structure recognition using deep
learning, but most of them focus on tables from modern or born-digital document
images which usually have good image qualities and clean backgrounds.
Compared with modern tables, automatic analysis of archival tables is a
much more challenging problem due to diversified table structures and document
layouts, degraded image qualities and inconsistent table scales. As we can see
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Fig. 1. Archival table examples. The first row: original images; the second row: annotation visualization. Cells are depicted with random colors to give better illustrations.
Purple and cyan lines denote horizontal and vertical cell relations, respectively.

from Fig. 1, archival tables may have printed or handwritten contents, arbitrary
cell shapes, dense or sparse or none ruling lines, spanning row and column cells,
complete or empty cells, single text line or multiple text line cells, tabular or
less tabular structures.
In this paper, we propose an instance segmentation based method for archival
table detection and structure recognition which utilizes both foreground cell content and background ruling line information. After multi-scale feature extraction
using feature pyramid network (FPN) [24], cell masks and ruling line masks are
predicted using label pyramid network (LPN) [23]. Pixels in the predicted cell
masks and ruling line masks have higher scores when they are near to cell centers
or line centers, otherwise, low scores. Then we perform watershed transform on
cell masks and line masks to obtain cell boundaries. We show that cell masks
and line masks contain complementary information and can help each other to
obtain better cell segmentation results.
Although deep neural networks can learn a large receptive field for original image, however, the receptive field is identical for different images. This
actually has bad influence on the performance, because the tables in different
images usually have large variances in their sizes. A widely-used solution is using multiple scales in both training and test, and then fusing the results from
multi-scale images. However, this approach is actually heuristic, sub-optimal,
and also time-consuming. In this paper, we propose to use adaptive scaling to
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resize each image to a single optimal scale according to the table content in the
image, which would significantly and consistently improve both the eﬀiciency
and effectiveness of deep neural network based table recognition. To be specific,
the optimal scale for each image is estimated based on the mean cell size and
density of ruling line in that image. Actually, the motivation of this approach is
driven from two perspectives:
– Images with small cells should be enlarged to keep more details and images
with big cells should be shrunk to enlarge the receptive field of the model.
– Images with full or dense ruling lines could be enlarged to obtain more precise
segmentation results and images with sparse or none ruling lines should be
shrunk to enlarge the receptive field of the model.
During training, the optimal scale for each image is computed using ground
truth annotations; while during testing, the optimal scale for each image is predicted by the scale prediction network. With this adaptive scaling strategy, the
overall performance of cell extraction is improved and the average memory and
computing overhead for each image is reduced.
Since in this work cell regions are represented using polygons surrounded by
ruling lines or virtual ruling lines, they are actually a dense partition of the entire
table regions, see Fig. 1. Thus relations between adjacent cells can be directly
obtained using some simple heuristic rules based on their common edges.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews related
works. Section 3 and 4 gives details of the proposed adaptive scaling and table
structure recognition network. Section 5 presents the experimental results, and
Section 6 draws concluding remarks.

2 Related Work
Great attention has been paid to table analysis and understanding over the last
few decades and plenty of methods have been proposed. We first briefly review
these methods, then introduce some other works related to our work.
Table Detection. A straightforward idea for table detection is adapting offthe-shelf object detectors designed for natural scene images to document images.
Guided by this idea, [1,11,18,20,36,43] use Faster R-CNN [29], Mask R-CNN
[14] or YOLO [28] to detect tables and other types of regions in document images. Some other methods such as [10,21,22,30] conduct table detection through
sub-region classification and clustering using conditional random fields or graph
neural networks. Compared with whole tables, sub-regions with more constant
appearance are easier to extract and cluster, thus improving the overall table
detection performance.
Table Structure Recognition. As to table structure recognition, there
exist mainly three strategies: top-down ones, bottom-up ones and end-to-end
ones. Top-down methods [19,33,34,37] try to split entire table images into rows
and columns using detection or segmentation models, then cells can be obtained
through row-column intersection. This kind of methods can only handle tables
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Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed method. Given input images with arbitrary sizes
and resolutions, we first resize them using adaptive scaling strategy according to their
contents. After multi-scale feature extraction using FPN, table, cell and line score
maps are predicted using multi-task LPN. Then watershed transform is applied on
these score maps to obtain table and cell boundaries. After cell segmentation, cell
relations are analyzed based on some simple rules.

with clear tabular structures and become less effective when large amount of
empty or row-span or column-span cells exits in tables. Bottom-up methods
[5,26,27,40] first detect cells or text segments using detection models or OCR
engines, then analyze the relations between neighbouring cells using GNN or
LSTM. This kind of methods are more robust than top-down ones but rely
heavily on the on cell detection and relation classification performance. Endto-end ones [7,20,42] adopt the image-to-text framework for table transcription
based on encoder-decoder and attention model. These methods can not give cell
bounding boxes and are less interpretable.
Instance Segmentation. Archival document images may suffer from severe degradation and deformation and cells in archival tables may have arbitrary
shapes. For these reasons, instance segmentation becomes a more suitable way
for cell extraction in archival document images. Our method is inspired by the
previous works of [3,13,23,39] for instance segmentation in natural scene or document images. They use truncated distance transform or subsequently polygon
shrinking to implicitly encode object boundary information and apply watershed
transform or progressive scale expansion on the predicted score maps to obtain
instance boundaries.
Ruling Line Extraction. Ruling lines and junctions (line intersections) are
extremely important clues in table detection and structure recognition. Previous works [2,38,41,9,32] utilize them for table analysis and form understanding.
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However, the ruling lines and junctions were usually extracted based on hand
crafted features and heuristic rules, which could be unreliable for documents
with bad image qualities or tables with sparse or none ruling lines. On the contrary, our deep learning based method is data driven and is more robust against
image degeneration and missing of ruling lines.
Adaptive Scaling. Finding the optimal scale for an image is very important
for deep neural network based detection tasks like video object detection [6] and
scene text detection [16,31]. Chin et al. [6] select the best scale of an images
from a pre-defined scale set based on the minimum training loss of some detected
objects. While in [16] and [31], instead of predicting a single scale for the entire
image, they first extract some coarse text regions along with predicted scales,
then apply a second stage detection to obtain more precise text bounding boxes.
Inspired by their work, our paper proposes a new method for estimating the
optimal scale for each table image. Specifically, the optimal scale of each image
is estimated directly based on the average cell size and density of ruling lines
inside each document image. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to
consider optimal scale estimation in table image analysis, which would achieve
significant advantages compared with other state-of-the-art approaches.

3 Adaptive Scaling
Tables in different document images usually have large variance in their sizes.
To improve our model’s performance and reduce the memory and computation
cost in the meantime, we propose to use adaptive scaling to resize each image to
a single optimal scale according to the table contents in the image, which would
significantly and consistently improve both the eﬀiciency and effectiveness of
deep neural network based table recognition.
3.1 Optimal Scale Estimation
To estimate the optimal scale for each document image, we design three strategies
based on the average cell size and density of solid ruling lines, introduced as
below.
Strategy 1. The first one is to resize each image to a proper size so that
cells inside each image roughly have the same average sizes. Given an image with
arbitrary size, the desired scaling factor is defined as below:
S = S1 · S2C =

1024
·
min(Ih , Iw )

1
N

∑N
i=1

64
min(Cih , Ciw )

,

(1)

where S1 is used to resize the original image to a fixed shorter length (e.g., 1024),
and S2C is used to further resize the image so that the mean size of cells after
resizing will have a roughly fixed value (e.g., 64), see Fig. 2. We limit S2C to
be in the range of [1.0, 3.0] so that images after resizing will have shorter sizes
between [1024, 3072] pixels. Ih and Iw are height and width of the original image,
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Cih and Ciw are the height and width of Ci after first time resizing, N is the
cell number.
Strategy 2. The second one is to resize images with full or dense ruling lines
to larger sizes and images with sparse or none ruling lines to smaller sizes. The
desired scaling factor is defined as below:
S = S1 · S2L =

1024
LSL
· (2 ×
+ 1),
min(Ih , Iw )
LL

(2)

where S1 is the same as that in Eq. 1, and S2L is used to further resize the image
so that images with denser solid ruling lines will be resized to larger sizes. S2L
is also in the range of [1.0, 3.0]. LSL is the total length of solid ruling lines and
LL is the total length of all ruling lines including virtual lines.
Strategy 3. The third one is the combination of the first two strategies. The
desired scaling factor is defined as below:
S = S1 · S2 =

1024
· (λS2C + (1 − λ)S2L ),
min(Ih , Iw )

(3)

where S2 is a linear combination of S2C and S2L , and λ (=0.5 in this work) is a
combination coeﬀicient.
3.2 Scale prediction Network
During training, for each image in the training set the optimal scale S2C , S2L
and S2 can be computed based on annotation using Eq. 1, 2 and 3. While during
testing, we need to predict them using a scale prediction network (SPNet) trained
from the training set using smooth L1 loss [12]. The SPNet used in this work
is ResNet-50 with two way outputs as the predicted S2C and S2L , S2 can be
computed from Eq. 3. We resize all images to the same shorter length of 1024
pixels and randomly cut sub-images of 512 × 512 pixels as the inputs of SPNet.
For each test image, we conduct several times of prediction (e.g., 16) and adopt
the average of all outputs as the final predicted scale.

4 Table Structure Recognition Network
Overview of the proposed method can be seen in Fig. 2. After adaptive scaling
for each input image, we extract feature maps using FPN and predict several
score maps using multi-task LPN with table, cell and ruling line masks. Then
watershed transform is applied on these score maps to obtain cell boundaries.
Either cell masks or line masks can be used to segment cells, or they can be
used together to obtain better results. Since cells in archival tables are closely
located next to each other, we can used some simple rules to obtain the relations
between neighbouring cells. Detailed descriptions are as below.
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Fig. 3. Segmentation masks. The first row, from left to right: original image; table
mask; cell mask; ruling line mask; solid ruling line mask. The second row: cropped and
enlarged cell mask and ruling line mask for better illustration.

4.1 Feature Extraction
We use FPN [24] and ASPP [4] module for multi-scale feature extraction. The
backbone of FPN can be any appropriate networks such as VGGNets [35],
ResNets [15] and DenseNets [17]. After up-stream convolutions and down-stream
deconvolutions, we reduce feature map channels of each scale to a lower dimension (e.g., 128) using 1 × 1 convolutions. Then we interpolate feature maps of
each scale to the same resolution (e.g., quarter of the original size) and fuse them
to a single feature map with fixed dimension (e.g., 128) using 1 × 1 convolutions.
The obtained feature map can capture information from multiple scales, thus
benefiting the following tasks.
4.2 Score Map Prediction
To extract tables and cells from archival document images, we first use multitask LPN [23] to predict a series of pyramid score maps including table mask,
cell mask and ruling line mask and solid ruling line mask, see Fig. 3. By saying
“ruling line mask”, we mean all ruling lines no matter they are solid or virtual;
while “solid ruling line mask” only consider solid ruling lines. Please see Fig. 3
for the difference.
The LPN is actually a multi-task fully convolutional networks (FCN) [25],
and the output score map of each task contains gradually shrunken regions or
gradually thicken lines. Ground-truth pyramid masks for archival tables are generated in the similar way with [23] using distance transformation, truncation and
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normalization. Value of each pixel on the distance map stands for the distance
from this pixel to the nearest region boundaries or ruling lines. For table mask
and line mask, we use global truncation thresholds TT = 64 and TL = 16; while
for cell mask, we compute a separate truncation threshold TCi for cell Ci as:
TCi = min(TC , Di_max /4),

(4)

where TC = 16 is the global threshold and Di_max is the max distance from a
pixel inside cell Ci to its nearest boundary. During training, each pyramid mask
is split into several binary masks through multi-level thresholding; while during
testing, we averaged the score maps predicted by the LPN pixel-wisely into a
single probability map on which watershed transform is carried out to segment
table or cell boundaries.
The loss function of segmentation head during training is calculated as:
Lseg ({Y }, {X}) =

M
1 ∑
Lce (Y, X),
M i=1

(5)

where M is task number and Lce is cross entropy loss:
N
C
1 ∑ ∑
−
wc · yic log(xic ),
Lce (Y, X) =
N i=1 c=1

(6)

where Y and X are labels and predicted scores, N and C are pixel number and
label number, wc is weight coeﬀicient for class c computed based on inverse class
frequency.
4.3 Cell Segmentation
Although either cell or line mask can be used alone to extract cells, we found
combining them together can further improve the performance because they can
provide complementary information. To be concrete, we first reverse the values
of line mask and use watershed transform to extract center line pixels, then
we set the corresponding pixels in cell mask to be zero and apply watershed
transform on it to extract more precise cell boundaries. After that, cells can be
extracted using image binarization and connected component analysis (CCA).
Fig. 4 shows an example of cell region segmentation. As we can see, our method
can extract cells of arbitrary shapes with precise boundaries.
4.4 Cell Relation Parsing
Once cells are extracted, cell relations can be obtained through some simple
heuristic rules. Since cells in archival documents are closely located next to each
other, and neighboring cells usually share common boundaries which can be
utilized to determine the relation between them. If the direction of this common
boundary is roughly vertical, then the relation of this two cells are left-right,
otherwise, top-down. Table boundaries extracted from pyramid table masks are
also utilized to assist cell relation parsing. After cell segmentation and relation
parsing, whole table regions can be obtained by merging connected cells.
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Fig. 4. Cell segmentation examples. From left to right: line mask with watershed
boundaries (red pixels); cell mask with watershed boundaries; segmented cell regions.

5 Experiments
5.1 Datasets
We conduct experiments on the cTDaR Archival dataset [8] to evaluate the
performance of our proposed method. This dataset has been used for ICDAR
2019 competition on table detection and recognition. It contains 600 images
for training and 499 images for testing. The whole test set is split into three
subsets: TrackA (199 images), TrackB1 (150 images) and TrackB2 (150 images).
TrackA is used for table region detection and only table coordinate annotations
are given, TrackB1 and TrackB2 are used for table structure recognition and
both table and cell coordinate annotations are given. We make no difference
between TrackB1 and TrackB2, and don’t use any prior information (e.g., table
coordinates) when recognizing table structures.
To evaluate the performance of our model for tables of different characteristics, we split TrackB into three subsets: Big (100 images), Mid (100 images)
and Small (100 images), according to average cell sizes inside each image; and
three other subsets: Full (RSL = 1.0, 169 images), Dense (0.5 ≤ RSL < 1.0, 43
images) and Sparse (RSL < 0.5, 88 images), according to the ratio of solid ruling
lines which is computed as: RSL = LSL /LL , where LSL is total length of solid
ruling lines, and LL is total length of all ruling lines including virtual ones. Since
the original cTDaR dataset doesn’t provide line type annotation, we manually
annotated them for experiments.
5.2 Evaluation Metrics
For table detection and structure recognition, we use evaluation metrics proposed
in [8]. Specifically, precision, recall and F1 value of table detection, cell detection
and cell pair relation prediction are calculated at IoU thresholds of 0.6, 0.7, 0.8
and 0.9, and the weighted average F1 (WAvg. F1) value of the whole dataset for
each track is defined as:
∑4
IoUi ·F 1@IoUi
W Avg.F 1 = i=1∑4
.
(7)
i=1 IoUi
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Fig. 5. Ground truth scales and predicted scales of all images in test set TrackB.

5.3 Implementation Details
We choose ResNet-50 [15] as the backbone of FPN with its parameters pretrained on ImageNet. The first layer with kernel size of 7×7 is replaced with three
layers with kernel size of 3×3 for better maintaining image details. Dilation rates
of each block of ResNet are set as (1,2), (1,2), (2,4) and (4,8), and dilation rates of
ASPP [4] module are set as (4,4), (8,8) and (12,12). Using larger dilation rates at
horizontal direction can better explore horizontal contexts, thus benefiting long
cell detection and relation parsing. Our model is implemented on the PyTorch1
platform.
A training instance is a random 512 × 512 crop of the resized image followed
by random rotation in the range of −15◦ to 15◦ . No other data augmentation
techniques are used. The learning rate is updated using the poly strategy which
can be formulated as:
lr = base_lr · (1 − iter/max_iter)power ,

(8)

where base_lr = 0.01, max_iter = 20k (for ablation studies) or 80k (for comparison with the state-of-the-art) and power = 0.9 in this work. We use the
momentum of 0.9 and a weight decay of 0.0005. We employ one TITAN RTX
GPU for training and use batch size of 4.
1

https://pytorch.org/get-started/locally/
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Table 1. Cell segmentation results on TrackB using foreground and background clues.
2048: shorter length of fixed scaling; C: cell mask; L: line mask; LS : solid line mask.
Method
C L LS
✓ × ×
× ✓ ×
2048
✓ ✓ ×
✓ × ✓

Scale

0.6
0.8873
0.8621
0.8880
0.8898

F1@IoU
0.7
0.8
0.8308 0.7010
0.8080 0.6867
0.8334 0.7109
0.8363 0.7144

0.9
0.3783
0.3791
0.3963
0.3977

WAvg.
F1
0.6717
0.6578
0.6805
0.6829

Table 2. Cell segmentation results on TrackB using different scaling strategies. 1204,
2048 and 3072: shorter length of fixed scaling; AdScale_Cell: adaptive scaling using
strategy 1; AdScale_Line: adaptive scaling using strategy 2; AdScale: adaptive scaling
using strategy 3; AdScale∗ : model trained for more iterations.

Scale

Mean Size

1024
2048
3072
AdScale_Cell
AdScale_Line
AdScale
AdScale∗

(1259,1182)
(2518,2364)
(3777,3546)
(2455,2338)
(3176,2990)
(2816,2664)
(2816,2664)

Small
0.6463
0.7267
0.7617
0.7609
0.7466
0.7657
0.7741

Mid
0.6132
0.6046
0.5928
0.6105
0.6347
0.6159
0.6203

Big
0.6421
0.6009
0.5409
0.6203
0.6153
0.6302
0.6286

WAvg.F1
Full Dense
0.6799 0.5266
0.7435 0.4551
0.7690 0.4199
0.7738 0.4914
0.7632 0.5009
0.7738 0.5011
0.7816 0.5047

Sparse
0.4270
0.3891
0.3464
0.3940
0.4228
0.4269
0.4252

All
0.6365
0.6829
0.6973
0.7073
0.7038
0.7116
0.7182

5.4 Experimental Results
Ablation Study. We did a series of experiments to verify the rationalisation
of our model design and the effect of difference cell segmentation methods and
adaptive scaling. Experimental results are shown in Table 1 and Table 2.
Cell segmentation methods. To evaluate the effects of different cell segmentation methods, we first resize all images to the same shorter length of 2048 pixels,
then compare the cell segmentation performance using foreground (cell mask)
or background (ruling line mask) information. As we can see from Table 1, using
both cell mask and ruling line mask for cell segmentation can obtain better cell
segmentation results than using only one of them. That is because they contain
complementary information and can help each other to get better results. To be
specific, cell masks focus on locating cells and line masks focus on finding more
precise boundaries.
What’s more, using only solid ruling lines is better than using both solid
and virtual ruling lines. Compared with solid ruling lines, virtual ruling lines are
harder to extract and the segmentation results are noisy and unreliable. This is
more significant for tables having neither ruling lines nor tabular structures. In
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Table 3. Table structure recognition results on cTDaR Archival datasets. CD: cell
detection; SR: structure recognition.

Method

Task

NLPR-PAL[8]

SR

TabStruct-Net[27]

CD
SR
CD

Proposed
SR

Subset
TrackB1
TrackB2
TrackB2
TrackB2
TrackB1
TrackB2
TrackB1
TrackB2

0.6
0.7439
0.7458
0.8380
0.8040
0.9067
0.9235
0.8820
0.9000

F1@IoU
0.7
0.8
0.6865 0.5076
0.6780 0.4844
0.6870 0.4410
0.6330 0.3890
0.8574 0.7643
0.8715 0.7538
0.8290 0.7253
0.8403 0.7017

0.9
0.1342
0.1329
0.1740
0.1540
0.4555
0.4191
0.3846
0.3443

WAvg.
F1
0.4846
0.4764
0.4977
0.4584
0.7219
0.7148
0.6786
0.6665

Table 4. Table detection results on cTDaR Archival datasets.

Method

Subset

0.6
TableRadar [8]
TrackA 0.9716
NLPR-PAL [8]
TrackA 0.9624
Lenovo Ocean [8] TrackA 0.9407
TrackA 0.9715
Proposed
TrackB1 0.9215
TrackB2 0.9362

F1@IoU
0.7
0.8
0.9641 0.9527
0.9549 0.9351
0.9369 0.9140
0.9639 0.9564
0.9063 0.8861
0.9255 0.9255

0.9
0.9112
0.8947
0.8604
0.9146
0.8304
0.8989

WAvg.
F1
0.9467
0.9333
0.9086
0.9486
0.8812
0.9197

the following, we choose to use the combination of cell mask and solid ruling line
mask for cell region segmentation.
Adaptive scaling. Scale prediction results of each image in test set TrackB
are shown in Fig. 5. For most images in TrackB, our SPNet can provide precise
scale prediction results. It’s worth noting that S2L is more diﬀicult to predict
compared with S2C , thus the data points of S2L are more scattered in Fig. 5.
Experimental results on different subsets of TrackB under different scaling
strategies can be found in Table 2. We only report WAvg.F1 for saving space. As
we can see from the first three rows of Table 2, enlarging image sizes can obtain
higher cell segmentation performance for tables with small cells or full ruling
lines, but will degrade the performance for tables with big cells or sparse ruling
lines. On the contrary, adopting adaptive scaling for each image can improve
the overall performance for the entire test set, which can be seen from row
3∼5 of Table 2. To be concrete, adaptive scaling using strategy 1 can improve
the cell segmentation performance for tables with small cells without degrading
too much the performance for tables with big cells; and adaptive scaling using
strategy 2 can improve the cell segmentation performance for tables with full
ruling lines without degrading too much the performance for tables with sparse
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Fig. 6. Table detection and structure recognition results. The first row: correct ones;
the second row: results with errors.

ruling lines. Adaptive scaling using strategy 3 can combine the strengths of both
thus improve the overall performance.
What’s more, compared with resizing all images to the same shorter length,
our adaptive scaling strategies can not only improve the overall performance,
but also reduce the memory and computation overhead on average. This can be
proved by the average image sizes after scaling shown in the second column of
Table 2. Adaptive scaling only requires almost the same memeory and computation cost as resizing all images to shorter length of 2048 pixels, but can obtain
higher performance than resizing all images to shorter length of 3072 pixels.
Comparison with the state-of-the-art. In the end, we also compare our
results with the state-of-the-art methods, shown in Table. 3 and 4. For table
structure recognition, NLPR-PAL [8] extract cell regions based only on ruling
line segmentation results under the fixed scaling strategy. Our method utilizes
both cell mask and line mask for cell extraction and take advantage of adaptive
scaling to improve the overall performance, thus outperforming their results by
large margin. TabStruct-Net [27] extract cell regions in object detection manner
and they can only predict rectangular cell bounding boxes. However, cells in
archival documents can actually have arbitrary shapes due to the deformation
of document images, which greatly limits the performance of their method. On
the contrary, our instance segmentation based method can segment cell regions
of arbitrary shapes.
We also report table detection results in Table 4. TableRadar, NLPR-PAL
and Lenovo Ocean are three top ranking methods from the ICDAR 2019 cTDaR
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competition [8]. Our method can achieve higher or comparable results on cTDaR Archival datasets compared with these state-of-the-art methods. It is worth
noting that the TableRadar method can only detect up-right rectangular tables
because it is based on Faster R-CNN [29], while our method has no such limitation. Although our approach focus more on table structure recognition which is
a much more challenging task, we find table detection results produced by our
method are also fairly good.
In Fig. 6 we present some representative table analysis results. For most kinds
of tables with various structures and appearances, our model can generate correct
table detection and structure recognition results. However, there still exist some
errors especially for tables with neither ruling lines nor tabular structures or
tables with too many empty cells or ambiguous cells, showing that structure
analysis for complex tables remains a very challenging task worthy further study.
A promising direction for improvement may be utilizing text line information
for cell extraction. Original annotations of cTDaR Archival dataset are based
on cell boundaries, but lots of pixels inside cells actually belong to background.
This inconsistence brings diﬀiculty for model training. On the contrary, text line
regions are more compact and easier to extract and cluster , which may facilitate
the procedure of cell extraction.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an instance segmentation based approach for archival
table structure recognition utilizing both foreground cell content and background
ruling line clues. Moreover, we design an adaptive image scaling method based
on average cell size and density of ruling lines inside each document image to
overcome the influence from inconsistent image scales. With adaptive scaling,
each image is resized to an optimal size which can not only improve overall
model performance but also reduce memory and computing overhead on average.
Experimental results show that the proposed method can obtain correct table
structure recognition results for most kinds of tables and outperform previous
state-of-the-art methods. In the future, we plan to utilize more information such
as text lines to improve the performance for complex tables and extend our
adaptive scaling strategy to more document analysis tasks.
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